
What Is A Family 
  
What is a family? Is it a shelter from the storms of an indifferent world, or perhaps the eye of 
the storm itself? It may be both, yet neither. It is the place of our origin, the home port from 
which we venture on life’s journeys, and to which we return at their end. It is mom and dad. 
It is siblings, aunts, uncles, cousins, grandparents, and future generations we’ve not yet met. 
It is our community, however we choose to define it. It is all of us, today, in this place, 
gathered for a common purpose. It is Susan and Glen, who have chosen to explore this 
question in their own unique way: What is a family? 
  
Given that the modern notion of family has changed so drastically and is so highly personal, 
the more relevant question today may not be what family is, but rather how do we build a 
strong one, particularly in a world that divides our time in so many ways? 
  
A useful answer comes from a project called “Family Ties” produced by the Prince Edward 
Island Department of Education and Early Childhood Development. I’m not sure if the 
Canadians have a better handle on the meaning of family than we Americans, but in this 
case, I think, they got it right. 
  
Family Ties identifies nine core characteristics that form the foundations of strong families — 
those that can withstand the slings and arrows of our modern world. Those characteristics — 
or strengths — are caring and appreciation, spending time together, giving encouragement, 
showing commitment, communication, a clearly defined set of responsibilities, flexibility, 
spirituality, and community and family ties. 
  
I find it telling that nowhere in this list is the word “love” mentioned. Perhaps it is because 
love is the seed from which everything else sprouts, and without it there is nothing else. No 
roots. No foundation upon which to build. Try building any structure without a foundation 
and see how long it lasts. 
  
“If you have built castles in the air,” said Henry David Thoreau, “your work need not be lost; 
that is where they should be. Now put the foundations under them.” 
  
So let’s build that foundation by starting with what Family Ties has to say about each of the 
nine core strengths. 
  
No. 1 — CARING AND APPRECIATION: Loving and caring in strong families involves 
much more than the feeling of love. It involves loving actions even at times when we don’t 
feel especially loving. Expressions of kindness, treating family members as good friends, 
goes a long way to increasing family life satisfaction. 
  
No. 2 — TIME TOGETHER: Giving time is an important way of showing love and 
appreciation. A strong family finds that opportunities for quality time emerge from quantity 
time: the more time you spend together, the better chance you have of sharing quality 
experiences. 
  
No. 3 — ENCOURAGEMENT: Members of strong families feel a deep sense of belonging. 
Family members feel accepted for who they are and promote one another’s self-esteem. They 
celebrate each other’s successes and help each other learn from mistakes. 



  
No. 4 — COMMITMENT: Strong families engage in fun activities that create a connection 
between family members. Family traditions promote feelings of warmth and unity. A 
blended family has the opportunity to share treasured traditions as well as to invent new 
ones. 
  
No. 5 — COMMUNICATION: Strong families take time to talk and listen to one another. 
They share their hopes and dreams, feelings and concerns. They take the time to listen and 
respond to what others have to say. 
  
No. 6 — CLEAR RESPONSIBILITIES: Strong families have a clear idea about each member’s 
day-to-day responsibilities in and to the family. At the same time, they remain flexible to 
adapt to changing needs and include all members in the decision-making process. 
  
No. 7 — FLEXIBILITY: Reasonably stable patterns empower a family to deal with the many 
challenges inevitable in family life; without such patterns, chaos would result. At the same 
time, life throws us curves; strong families stay flexible, realizing that changing their routines 
can help them cope with stress. 
  
No. 8 — SPIRITUALITY: Strong families share a belief in something greater than 
themselves. Whether they put their faith in God and an organized religion, or focus on faith 
in humanity, moral behavior and harmony with all living things, they agree about what is 
right and wrong and what is really important to them. These shared spiritual values provide 
them with direction and unity. 
  
No. 9 — COMMUNITY AND FAMILY TIES: Strong families are connected to others in the 
community. They don’t stand alone. Such families become closely involved with extended 
families, friends, and local organizations that promote the well-being of individuals and 
communities. While connections with extended family and friends are always important, 
their support is often critical in times of great need. 
  
It was George Burns who once said, “Happiness is having a large, loving, caring, close-knit 
family in another city.” He was no doubt reflecting on another need all families have, which 
is the need for space — space for individual family members to be themselves, to grow as 
individuals. Successful families embrace this need, which strengthens the other bonds they 
share. 
  
So what is a family? 

Family is much more than a ceremony, the exchanging of vows, and a marriage certificate. 
Family is what happens after the band goes home, the guests depart and the last slice of 
cake is stowed away. Family is a living, breathing organism that needs proper nourishment 
to survive and thrive, as unique as its individual members and as strong as its collective. It is 
the people we love and the people who love us back, across the physical miles that may 
separate us, and spanning the gaps of generations past and future. Family is who we are. It 
is the bond that time cannot break. 


